**UH HILO**

**Accomplishments**

- 4 yr. academic plans to be posted on the online catalog
- Common course # for Math, History, & ENG
- We survived WASC R&G Report
- EMIT to hire new asst. VCSA
- New hires in advising, early warning & intrusive advisors
- Kipuka & athletes have mid-term checks

**Challenges**

- IR Capacity: pulling standardized data, determining peers one man show
- Developing niche areas of study, better marketing
- Asking why students are leaving
- How to make UHH the destiny of choice

**Next Action**

- How to use resources and then develop a plan to create UH Hilo as a destiny of choice
- Plans to address high risk populations - students w/less than 3.0 GPA - lower division transfers
- Looking at high DWF rates in ENG, Math, & CHEM (Bridge Programs?)

**Campus Update**

June 2013